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Video in Education Process (2018-2020) is a Strategic Partnership
for Adult Education funded under the Erasmus+ Programme of
the European Union.

TARGET

AIM

Professionals/Educators working

Broaden the scope of activities for

with groups of people with limited

adult education by introducing

abilities, few qualifications and

activities that use various forms of

socially excluded.

video-making, both in terms of
methodology and ICT.

INNOVATION
1. Focus on specific tools in adult education for groups with specific needs.
2. Activities can be practiced by unskilled and inexperienced individuals;
applying audiovisual means strengthens the message, simplifies teaching and
learning processes, and improves digital skills.
3. Assessment and critical approach to selected techniques.
4. Cooperation of organizations that use audiovisual forms in their everyday
work with those that focus on methodology and education processes.

The project partnership came into being during the project
“Innovative Methods of Adult Education for the Future of Europe”
(Erasmus+). At that time, we noticed how much audiovisual
content was suitable for working with low-qualified and digitally
low-skilled groups.

RESULTS

Report: theoretical description of various methods and techniques
related to adult education especially for groups of people with limited
abilities and qualifications.
Practical guidebooks based on pilot educational activities using video
forms. We will test tools/methods using video for working with groups
of adults with limited opportunities; the aim is gathering
feedback/suggestion/critical comments that will help us to improve a
tool/method.
Online tool with a description of selected education methods using
video forms. The content will be published both as text (guides, scripts,
manuals) and as audiovisual material (tutorials, showcases, etc.).

HOW
4 Transnational learning, teaching and training activities of 5 days of duration
for the employees/professionals.
1st Training (Cotopaxi): Technical tips connected with creating videos for
educational purposes.
2nd Training (CIAPE): Creating CV videos as a chance to improve one's
situation on the labor market for the people of fewer qualifications and skills.
3rd Training (Real Time): How to use the Participatory Video technique. It
focuses on using the audiovisual not as means of supporting a specific
education process, but as the core of this process.
4thTraining (Magenta Consultoría): How to use existing short video materials
in educational activities.

PARTNERS
After each one of the training
activities, professionals will prepare a
pilot course (workshops, trainings,
etc.) to test video tools in practice
with groups of people with limited
abilities; their feedback will help us to
develop and adapt education
programs of the results 2 and 3.

facebook.com/VideoInEducationProcess
/
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